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Abstract

3D medical images produced in health centers represent tremendous amounts of data spread over different places. Automatic processing of these data often allow quantitative and repeatable measurements on large databases that are valuable for diagnosis and pathology studies. Grid technologies offer large and distributed computing power suited to medical images analysis. However, the need for human control prevent complete off-line execution of some algorithms. Interactive programs with user supervision are made difficult on a grid architecture due to the remote program execution. In this paper we propose a new framework for interactive execution of remote applications dealing with large 3D medical data sets. Our solution is both efficient and easy to use from the user point of view. It can adapt to almost any medical application requirements. The formal architecture is presented and a prototype is demonstrated.

1. Context

For years now, health centers have been using an increasing number of digital 3D sensors for medical data acquisition [1], such as Computed Tomography scanners (CT), Magnetic Resonance Imagers (MRI), Positon Emission Tomography scanners (PET), Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT), and recently 3D ultrasound devices (US). The 3D images, or time sequences of 3D images, produced represent tremendous amount of data for which manual inspection and/or processing is tedious, error prone, and subject to inter-operator variability.

In the past decade, an intensive research effort aiming at automatically analyzing 3D medical images was developed. Dedicated 3D image processing algorithms allow quantitative analysis of medical data repeatedly. They also allow mass data processing for large databases analysis as needed by epidemiological studies for instance. However, many of these algorithms still require human supervision for assessing the processing validity and for responsibility reasons. Therefore, many algorithms propose an interface for interactive visualization and guidance by a human operator [6].

Independently, grid technologies have been developing for the past few years [8]. The idea is to assemble a wide network of computers that can be seen from the user point of view as a single computational unit. A middleware layer provides facilities to submit jobs [4], store data [5], and get information from the grid while hiding the underlying grid architecture to the user and physical machines used for storage and computations. Grid technologies offer a platform with many added value for medical image processing, including:

- an increasing computing power for complex algorithms, such as geometrical and physiological modeling of human organs, that require large amounts of memory and processing resources;
- a distributed platform with shared resources for different medical partners with similar needs in their data processing;
- a common architecture to access heterogeneous data and algorithms for processing;
- and the ability to process very large amounts of data.

However, grid processing introduce some constraints on applications as they are executed on remote machines.

The work presented in this paper is developed as a contribution to the European DataGrid project (EDG)\(^1\) although it is not limited to this architecture and it intends to provide a generic solution for interaction with remote applications. The EDG grid is made of computing units spread in different sites all over Europe (and even beyond) and a middleware layer proposing grid services. Our problem is to

\(^1\)http://www.eu-datagrid.org
port interactive applications on this distributed architecture. Interactive applications have a user interface that should appear on the user interface machine while the application itself is running on a remote computing element. However, direct usage of an X client/server is not admissible for two reasons:

- X transmission of graphic bitmaps is network intensive (as compared to network transmission of minimal geometric information) and it is not adapted to a high degree of interactivity;

- 3D graphic visualization is needed and it is usually achieved locally by the user workstation graphic hardware (i.e. contrarily to [7] the remote machine is not supposed to have specific graphic capabilities).

Specific developments of an interactive application architecture are therefore needed. The communication between the interface and the computation program should remain as transparent as possible from the programmer point of view to ease the integration of grid-aware medical image processing applications.

Section 2 details medical applications and the issues arising when porting such applications to the grid. Section 3 describes the proposed solution. Finally, section 4 gives prior results on a sample application. In the following paper, the local machine corresponds to the user workstation on which the graphic interface should appear and the remote machine corresponds to the grid computation node.

2. Grid-aware medical applications

2.1. 3D data in medical applications

Medical image processing applications manipulate 3D images, or time sequences of 3D images, and 3D models. Most interactive application require the display of one (or more) 3D image on which is overlaid some information proper to the application (e.g. a geometrical model of an anatomical structure). For instance, figure 1 illustrates three different applications. On the left is an MRI slice showing the aorta on which is overlaid a vessel model used for the aorta segmentation. On the right is a 3D mechanical model of the heart left and right ventricles used for heart image registration (courtesy of Q.-C. Pham and P. Clarysse, CREATIS). At the bottom is diagrammed a surgery simulator composed by an interactive console (haptic device and graphic rendering) communicating with a computation server on which is stored an organ bio-physical model.

Visualization of 3D medical images is not straightforward since a user cannot at a glance visualize the interior of a 3D volume. Different visualization techniques exist that transform the original volume in a representable data. This might be a single slice extracted out of the volume as illustrated in top row of figure 1 or a synthesized representation as may be obtained by surface or volume rendering techniques for example [3].

Application dependent additional information usually involve geometrical representation of some internal modeling of the data. This information is often much more compact than the complete 3D data set. Therefore, rather few information need to be exchanged between the computing machine and the graphic interface.

In the literature, many works dealing with remote data visualization are reported. Many work concern post-processed data visualization [10], while others consider interaction with the data [3]. Some of them offer asynchronous objects management and real-time constraints [12, 9]. However, few of them address the specific needs of medical image processing applications [6], and optimized computing grids for solving medical problems is still an emerging field.

2.2. Interactive applications

Interactive applications as depicted above are based on a specific structure. The body of the program in made of an infinite loop as illustrated in figure 2.

1. The user sends some input (interactivity result) to the
program. This step is non-blocking (no user input may be needed at some point) and might be asynchronous in some cases.

2. The algorithm progresses taking into account the user input.

3. The updated status of the computation is displayed in the user interface to allow further evaluation/interaction with the algorithm.

Some data need to be exchanged between the algorithm and the user interface on a periodic basis in this loop: when transmitting user inputs to the algorithm and when updating the user interface to reflect the changes in the algorithm status.

### 2.3. Issues in porting interactive applications on grid architectures

On a grid architecture, the user is submitting jobs to the grid using the grid middleware interface. Its jobs are executed on any suitable machine composing the grid without any prior information on the selected target. The application should therefore be able to connect to the user interface in order to exchange user input and graphic information using a communication protocol. In the following section, we propose a generic architecture for interactive applications.

To obtain a high interactivity level, e.g. including real-time requirements such as needed for the surgery simulation application depicted above, communications between the program and the user interface should be as efficient as possible. For some critical applications, a guaranteed network quality of service may even be mandatory.

The communication protocol should be designed to make the user’s code as independent as possible of the remote interface system. This is mandatory to ease the transcription of existing applications and to encourage new developments in the grid framework.

### 3. Remote 3D visualization and interaction framework

Our implementation is based on C++ libraries developed in our laboratory, although the proposed framework does not depend on this specific language. We first describe the local application framework as it exists on stand-alone machines and we then present its adaptation to the remote application framework.

#### 3.1. Stand-alone application

A set of base classes is provided to ease construction of interactive medical applications. Concerning user interface, basic 2D and 3D displaying functionalities are provided as illustrated in figure 3.

![Figure 3. Graphic functionalities provided to the user.](image)

A **Graphic** base class is provided. It is responsible for interaction between the graphic system and the user objects. In particular, a **redraw** virtual method is provided to be redefined by each graphics component. This method is called each time the user interface need to be refreshed.

A **Scene** is composed of a list of graphic objects. A scene defines a common frame to assemble different graphic objects in space. Two different scenes represent to different worlds without interactions.

Finally, a **Viewer** represents a window that displays the graphic content of a scene on the screen. Several viewers may visualize a same scene with different viewing parameters. The viewers allow interaction with user objects by...
different means (contextual menus, mouse events forward-

ing,...).

The graphic interface is completely disconnected from
the user objects. Therefore an application does not depend
on a graphic system and may be recompiled to execute off-
line, without interface. To achieve this, the user writes the
object composing its application data separately from the
graphic object (that inherits from Graphic). To each data
object is associated a graphic object, but the data object has
no knowledge about its graphic interface.

The application itself is made of a main loop as illus-
trated in figure 2. The user can interact with its data through
the graphic interface. Periodically, the user input are sent to
the algorithm. The algorithm progresses and then ask for an
update of the scene. This causes all graphics objects to be
redrawn in all windows.

3.2. Remote Visualization

In order to achieve remote visualization, the data and the
graphic objects should lie on two different machines com-
municating together: a (local) interface program contains
graphic information while a (remote) computation program
contains the data. The overall architecture is diagrammed
in figure 4.

On the user interface machine, a graphic daemon is wait-
ing for connections on a given port. The user first submits
an interactive job from a shell using the grid middleware
interface (1). Once executing, the remote process connects
back to the graphic daemon of the user interface (2). The
graphic daemon then forks a new interface process (3) to
handle interactions with the computational process. A com-
munication channel is opened between the two processes
(it may be a simple socket or something more sophisticated
such as a CORBA bus [11] or CCA ports [2] to handle plat-
forms heterogeneities).

Once the two processes have started and the communica-
tion channel is opened, the local program creates a graphic
interface and enters a main loop where it iteratively pro-
cesses graphic events and communication events until it re-
ceives an exit message from the computation program. The
computation program sends a description of the desired in-

terface and then enters the interactive loop that was dia-
grammed in figure 2.

Note that in this framework, the interface program is
generic and does not depend on a precise application. The
graphic interface description is sent by the computational
program to the user interface. This is needed because the
program may be available from the grid, without the user
having to pre-install anything on its machine. The only
mandatory component on the user interface is the graphic
daemon on which the remote application connects. Tech-

ically, the interface may be described by different means
such as using java byte code sent through the communica-
tion channel. In our implementation we rely on a platform-

independent windowing system (wxWindows\textsuperscript{2} wrapped
in the python\textsuperscript{3} scripting language). The script is sent through
the channel and executed on the local machine.

This solution also proves to be very flexible. A program
can modify its graphical interface dynamically depending
on the algorithm evolution and the user interactions. There
is not limitation on the generated interface induced by the
system. The internal mechanism (see below) for creating
the interface is completely hiding the communication layer
to the user. A transparent protocol is defined to commu-
nicate graphic object rendering commands to the user in-
terface. It eases the development of user applications and
allow to run the program stand-alone or remotely without
any change in the user code.

3.3. Communication protocols

When comparing the general remote visualization
scheme of figure 4 with the general local application scheme
of figure 3, it appears that objects should be created on
different machines. Indeed, the communication channels
comes between the graphic and the data objects. All view-
ers, scenes, and graphic objects code is executed on the lo-
cal host while the data objects are part of the remote pro-
cess. Figure 5 details a remote application structure.

The user program initializes an interface using a scripted
description and a display parameter. The system initializa-
tion method provided connects to the given machine and the
remote graphic daemon forks an interface process. Com-
municating objects are automatically created on both sides
and communication channels are opened. For the sake of
clarity, two different communication channels are opened
with two different controllers. The first one is used for in-
terface control (interface commands and interaction feed-
back). The second one is responsible for mapping data from
remote data objects to graphic representations on the local
machine.

3.3.1 Interface protocol

The user program first sends the interface script and can
then create data and graphic objects using the standard C++
new operator. In a stand-alone application (figure 3), the
user interface script is evaluated locally and the graphic ob-
jects are created on the local machine. In a remote appli-
cation, the interface is sent to the local machine and the
graphic object constructor causes a remote graphic object
creation. The remote graphic object is identical to the lo-
cal graphic object so that the user does not need to change

\textsuperscript{2}\url{http://www.wxwindows.org}

\textsuperscript{3}\url{http://www.python.org}
Figure 4. Remote interactive application general diagram (see text).

Figure 5. Remote interactive application detailed diagram (see text).
its code whether running stand-alone or remotely. To guarantee minimal prior installation on the user workstation, the graphic object code should be sent from the remote program to the interface dynamically upon object creation. This may be done using java bytecode or dynamic libraries for instance.

An interface protocol allows the user to create or delete interfaces and objects. The protocol itself is hidden behind standard method calls such as `createInterface(interface-script.py)`. The underlying system exchanges predefined messages between the computing and the local machine. Messages are interpreted and proper action executed by the interface communicator objects. Messages sent from the remote to the local machine include:

- **TERMINATE.** Disconnect and terminate interface program.
- **EVALUATE.** Evaluate transmitted script.
- **CREATE.** Create a new graphic object.
- **DELETE.** Delete a graphic object.

Conversely, messages sent from the local to the computing machine include:

- **TERMINATE.** Disconnect and terminate computation program.
- **READ.** Read new data from a file/stream.
- **WRITE.** Write data to a file/stream.
- **START.** Start computation loop.
- **STOP.** Stop computation loop.

As illustrated in figure 4, the interface communicators on the local and the remote machines periodically poll the incoming messages to respond these commands.

### 3.3.2 Graphic protocol

Whenever a viewer window needs to be refreshed (because the viewing parameters changed or the graphic window needs to be redrawn), the graphic system if the local process sends redraw events that cause the `redraw` method of all graphic objects to be called. This method is responsible for displaying some data and therefore needs to retrieve the data content on the remote machine. A second communication protocol is needed. These communication are blocking: all graphic objects first retrieve their needed data, then the graphic interface is updated.

Since the graphic objects on the local and the remote machine are identical, the local graphic only needs to send one INIT message to initiate data transmission. When receiving this message, the remote graphics communicator causes the remote graphic object `redraw` method to be called. Each time the remote object fetches some data from the data object, it uses a method that sends the retrieved information to the local host. Each time the local object fetches the same data, it waits for the information to arrive from the remote object.

This is clarified in the following simple example. Suppose that the data object is a polygonal contour. The pseudo-code corresponding to the `redraw` method on the local and the remote host would look like:

```c
void Polyon::localRedraw() {
    int n = getInteger();
    Vector v1 = getVector();
    for(int i = 1; i < n; i++) {
        Vector v2 = getVector();
        draw(v1, v2);
        v2 = v1;
    }
}
void Polyon::remoteRedraw() {
    int n = data->getNbVertices();
    sendInteger(n);
    for(int i = 0; i < n; i++)
        sendVector(data->getVertex(i));
}
```

The corresponding communication diagram is shown in figure 6. The INIT message precedes the entrance into the local redraw code and causes the remote redraw code to start. Only SEND messages from the remote to the local machine are then needed. Both functions end with implicit mutual consent. From the user point of view, message exchanges are hidden in the get/send function calls. Get function calls appear exactly in the same order than send function calls. Get and send functions are defined for every primitive types or array of primitive types needed for exchanging geometrical information (language primitive types, vectors, matrices...).

On a stand-alone execution, both “local” and “remote” code are executed on the same machine. The “remote” code is first executed. To avoid the overhead of a communication channel, the send methods are redefined to push the addresses of “sent” data on a stack. The “local” code then pop the data out of the stack during the get methods. For efficiency reasons, a send function that returns a pointer on a data set acts differently when it is executed stand-alone or remotely. On a remote system, the pointed data have to be transmitted through the communication channel and therefore copied in a temporary buffer on the remote machine.
On a stand-alone execution, only the pointer to the original data is pushed on the stack thus avoiding a useless copy.

3.4. Interaction with remote applications

The user can interact with the data either by direct mouse action in the graphic window (to select a graphic object for instance) or through graphic controls (menus, buttons...). Our graphic interface proposes 4 different modes to interpret mouse actions (button press and pointer moves) occurring in a viewer window:

- Viewer mode. The viewing parameters are controlled by mouse motion.
- Selection mode. A graphic object is selected by a mouse click.
- Object motion. The selected object is moved according to mouse motion.
- Object mode. Mouse controls are captured by the selected object for its internal use.

The viewer mode is completely handled on the local machine as viewers code is locally available.

In selection mode a mouse click selects the “closest” object from the mouse pointer. Similarly to the redraw method a distanceTo method of each graphic may be redefined by the user to determine the distance between a mouse click and each graphic object. When a mouse click occurs in a viewer window, a SELECT message is sent through the communication channel to each remote graphic object causing their distanceTo method to be evaluated on the remote node (since this method usually involve accessing the data object). Distance values are returned and the object corresponding to the minimal distance is selected.

The object motion mode similarly involves code execution on the remote machine to update the data. On the local machine, a translation vector, a scale factor, or a rotation matrix is estimated depending on the mouse motion. TRANSLATE, SCALE, and ROTATE messages are sent to the remote nodes. Data is remotely updated and a REDRAW message is sent back to redisplay the moved object.

When selected, a graphic object also pops up some object-related menu entries and controls. Figure 7 shows object-related controls for a 3D image renderer. These menus and controls are created by the graphic object and are therefore transmitted to the local host with the graphic object. Most menu entries and controls act directly on the graphic object parameters and are handled locally. However, some of them may cause changes to happen on the represented data. Since these changes are data dependent, it is important that the graphic communicator interface let the user define its own messages. Thus the system is extensible and the user can add any additional message he needs in its application. A new message is composed of a unique identifier (given by the graphic system on new message creation), a description of parameters to transmit, and an associated method of the remote graphic object. The associated method has a single object parameter that contains a list of transmitted parameters. When the control (menu, button...) is activated, the data to transmit are sent with the message, causing the remote method to get called on the remote node. For transparency reasons, the system proposes a single method to bind a control action with a graphic method. This method creates the new message structure in case of remote execution or simply binds the associated method with the control for direct call in case of stand-alone execution.

3.5. Graphic protocol

The graphic protocol therefore includes the following messages sent from the interface to the remote machine:

- INIT. To start object redraw.
- SELECT. To compute distance to object.
- TRANSLATE, SCALE, ROTATE. To modify data.

Conversely, the following messages are sent from the remote to the interface machine:

- SEND. To send data that need to be drawn.
Object–related menu

Object–related controls

Figure 7. Object-related menu and controls on a 3D+T medical image renderer.

- DISTANCE. To return distance information after a SELECT message.
- REDRAW. To force a graphic object redraw after the data has been modified.

3.6. Transparency from the user point of view

The proposed system was designed to be as transparent as possible from the user point of view, while remaining efficient. Indeed, most messages are completely hidden by the graphic system and the user programs call methods that cause the messages to be exchanged. In case of a stand-alone execution, the behavior of the system changes transparently for efficiency reasons. No messages are then exchanged.

The only difference with a stand-alone code from the user point of view is the need to split the redraw method in a “remote” part that sends data and a “local” part that retrieves data. Although message exchanges themselves are hidden in the get/send functions, two different methods are needed since only the “remote” part can read from the data object.

4. Results

This section presents preliminary results on a simple deformable contour object used for interactive segmentation of medical images. Figure 8 shows an interface similar to the one of figure 1 on which appears a graphic deformable contour overlaid on one slice out of a 3D carotid MRI. The contour and image data are stored on the remote machine. The window is grabbed from the local machine screen. The widgets at the bottom of the window are used to start and stop the segmentation algorithm.

5. Discussion

In this paper we presented a 3D object visualization interface for interacting with remote medical applications. The framework is generic and can indeed adapt to many different applications, even outside the medical field. The system is both efficient and transparent from the user point of view. It intends to ease the creation of medical image processing algorithms on emerging grid architectures.

Efficiency is needed to insure maximal performance in application for which interactivity may be critical (real time constraints may be needed). One purpose of grid technologies is to bring additional computing power to the user. The graphical system should therefore not compensate for the computational improvement.

It is mandatory that the system remains easy to use and as transparent as possible for the user in order to ease new
algorithm developments. Our system can run stand-alone when no remote server is available without code modification or recompilation. The message exchanges are hidden from the user.

Grid technologies already raised a large interest reflected by many research works on efficient scheduling, data management, and data transmission strategies. It will play a key role in a near future for processing large amounts of data using a limited set of shared resources. The new network generation with increased bandwidth, dedicated services, and guaranteed quality of services will boost management of large and distributed collections of data. This work proposes a software architecture to efficiently process, visualize, and interact with remote 3D medical images. It makes grid technologies available for interactive medical applications.
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